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The two major advantages of experiments carried out with
radiofrequency (RF) field-gradient NMR are the instrumental sim-
plicity and the insensitivity to background static magnetic field
gradients. These features combined with large RF gradients,
which became available only recently, should make this technique
especially attractive for molecular translational diffusion studies.
However, a critical evaluation of the method shows that under
some circumstances (small and/or heterogeneous samples, weak
diffusion coefficients, very short relaxation times) the quality of
measurements may be affected by a number of artifacts. Their
origin has been investigated and several remedies have been con-
sidered; in particular, a new improved sequence is presented. The
success of various experimental tests demonstrates the efficiency
of the proposed solutions which thus open the way to much wider
application fields. © 1998 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION

It is well established that thepulsed-field-gradient (PFG)
NMR technique provides a suitable means for investigating
molecular translational diffusion in a wide variety of systems.
Actually, two methods exist. The oldest and the most common
one uses the static magnetic field gradient and is based on the
pulsed gradient spin echo (PGSE) experiment (1, 2). During
the last decade, advances inB0 gradient technology have led to
significant improvements in terms of switching, shielding, me-
chanical stability, and cooling efficiency. Moreover, in order to
overcome the problem of background gradients, very large
applied gradients (for small samples) are now available. An-
other solution lies in numerous modified sequences in more or
less complicated fashion (3–6). The second method, that we
are concerned with here, uses the radiofrequency (RF) mag-
netic field gradient (7, 8). The latter has two major advantages
over the former: insensitivity to susceptibility inhomogeneities
(9) and instrumental simplicity. Actually this technique does
not suffer from all the problems mentioned above aboutB0

gradients, and therefore can accommodate non-sophisticated
probe arrangement and simple pulse sequences. Nevertheless,

the main difficulty is to produce strong uniform RF field
gradients, the largest amplitude obtained to date being 75 G
cm21 at 90 MHz for a volume of 3 mm3 3 mm3 3 mm (10).
Although this is almost an order of magnitude smaller thanB0

gradients, its capability to achieve similar spatial resolution has
been demonstrated. For such an experimental arrangement the
RF field amplitude ranges from 17 to 32 G across the sample.
These values are high enough to preclude any off-resonance
effect and sufficiently small so as one can disregard back-
ground gradients. A last advantage ofB1 gradient pulses stems
from negligible rise and fall times (by contrast toB0 gradients)
and, all together, the technique should be ideally suited for
diffusion studies in heterogeneous systems such as plant ma-
terials, porous media, and zeolites which in addition possess
very short transverse relaxation times.

The basic experiment is depicted in Fig. 1. In the case of
unrestricted diffusion, for a sample with a single resonance
line, the signal amplitudeS is given by (8, 11)

S~d, D! 5
M0

2
expS22d

T12
D expS2D

T1
D

3 expS2g2g1
2d2DFD 1

2d

3 GD , [1]

whereM0 is the magnitude of the equilibrium magnetization,
T1 is the longitudinal relaxation time,T12 is the time constant
characterizing relaxation during the RF pulses,g1 is the RF
gradient strength,d is the length of the gradient pulses,D is the
diffusion interval,D is the self-diffusion coefficient, andg is
the gyromagnetic ratio.

Neglecting the relaxation during RF pulses and settingD @
2d/3, expression [1] becomes

S~d, D! 5
M0

2
expS2D

T1
D exp~2g2g1

2d2DD!. [2]

Thus, under these conditions, the signal attenuation due to
translational diffusion should be purely exponential. Neverthe-
less, a detailed assessment reveals that in some situations (see
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thereafter) the expected exponential behavior is affected by a
number of artifacts. In this paper, we analyze their origin and
we present an improved pulse sequence capable of circumvent-
ing these artifacts and which consequently expands the range
of applications of the technique. Moreover we give some
practical hints for measuring reliably small diffusion coeffi-
cients (,1026 cm2 s21) and also procedures adapted to the
study of systems with short relaxation timesT12. The mea-
surements presented here were carried out with a Bruker Bio-
spec BNT 100 operating at 100 MHz and with a homebuilt
spectrometer equipped with a 2.1-T electromagnet. For both
spectrometers the RF probe includes a flat concentric two-turn
coil generating theB1 gradient and a Helmholtz coil for col-
lecting the NMR signal and producing homogeneous pulses
(for more details see Ref. (10)).

ANALYSIS OF THE BASIC SEQUENCE

This section is devoted to an overview of the theoretical
background leading to expression [2]. LetX be the spatial
direction of the RF gradient and consider an elementary slice at
a given abscissaX corresponding to an equilibrium magneti-
zationm0. Taking explicitly into account the two steps of the
phase cycle given in Fig. 1 and normalizing to one acquisition,
it is easy to demonstrate that, immediately after thep/2 read
pulse, the magnetization components are

mx 5 m0E2sin u sin c

my 5 7 m0E2sin u sin u9cosc

1 m0~1 2 E1!cosu 1 m0E1cosu cosu9

mz 5 m0E2sin u cosu9cosc

6 m0~1 2 E1!sin u 6 m0E1cosu sin u9, [3]

that is, dropping terms which cancel due to the phase cycling,

mx 5 m0E2sin u sin c

my 5 m0~1 2 E1!cosu 1 m0E1cosu cosu9

mz 5 m0E2sin u cosu9cosc, [4]

wherec is the precession angle duringD; E1 5 exp(2D/T1)
andE2 5 exp(2D/T*2) (T*2 the effective transverse relaxation
time); andu andu9 are the nutation angles due to the first and
second gradient pulse, respectively.

The important point is that, although the durations of both
gradient pulses are identical,u9 can be different fromu because
of translational molecular motions along the X direction during
D. This can be accounted for by expressingu9 in the formu 1
w where the anglew is the nutation deviation arising exclu-
sively from the diffusional motion (7). If we are concerned
only with molecular self-diffusion, a molecule has an equal
probability of moving in the direction of the field gradient or in
the opposite direction. Consequently, considering a time aver-
age (denoted below by a bar) over the translational motions
which occur during the intervalD, sin w 5 0 and themy

component can be written as

my 5 m0~1 2 E1!cosu 1 m0E1cos2ucosw. [5]

At this stage, one usually considers (8, 11) that the gradient
pulses are sufficiently long so as to induce a complete defo-
cusing of the macroscopic magnetization, in such a way the
ensemble averages (over the sample) can be written^cosu& 5
0, ^sin u& 5 0, ^sin2u& 5 1

2
, and ^cos2u& 5 1

2
. Thus the whole

magnetization componentMx is zero whereasMy is given by

My 5 M0

E1

2
cosw [6]

leading to the detected signal amplitude given in Eq. [2], since
for unrestricted diffusion (2),

cosw 5 exp~2g2g1
2d2DD!. [7]

However, it has been sometimes observed that the signal
attenuation versus (g1d)2 deviates from a pure exponential
exhibiting oscillations and important data scattering. These
artifacts are more or less pronounced depending on the size of
the object under investigation, on its structural heterogeneity,
and on the values ofD/T1, g1, d, and D. In an attempt to
elucidate the origin of these anomalies, it can be useful to
revisit the approximation of complete magnetization defocus-
ing and in particular to concentrate on the following points: (1)
Is this approximation always experimentally justified? (2) If
not, what are the consequences? (3) Is there an alternative?

FIG. 1. The basic sequence for studying translational molecular motion
with RF field gradients. The hatched rectangles represent RF gradient pulses of
duration d and magnitudeg1. The diffusion interval is denoted byD. The
two-step phase cycle permits us to retain only the longitudinal magnetization
which is measured by the homogeneousp/2 read pulse.
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To answer these questions let us first analyze the term cosu
appearing in the above relations. At abscissaX the nutation
angle u can be written asu 5 gg1Xd or by defining a
reciprocal space variablek, u 5 2pkxX with kx 5
(2p)21gg1d. This simple relation is the basis of NMR imag-
ing using RF field gradients (12). It can be recalled that, with
this technique,k-sampling along thekx axis is performed by
measuring the transverse magnetization for incremented values
of the gradient pulse width,d, and that the Fourier transform of
the resulting pseudo-FID yields the spin density profile along
the X axis. Therefore it is obvious that^cosu& can be notice-
ably different from zero depending on thed andg1 values but
also on the size and heterogeneity of the object under investi-
gation. For example, consider a homogeneous box of lengthL,
the RF gradient being applied parallel to one sideX (Fig. 2).
The space average of cosu is

^cosu& 5
1

LE
X1

X2

cos~gg1Xd!dX

^cosu& 5
1

LE
2L / 2

L / 2

cos~gg1~X9 1 X0!d!dX9 with X9 5 X 2 X0

^cosu& 5 cos~gg1X0d!sincSgg1Ld

2 D,
where the sinc symbol has its usual meaning (sinc(x) 5 (sin
x)/x)

^cosu& 5 cosu0sincSgg1Ld

2 D with u0 5 gg1X0d. [8]

In the same way,

^cos2u& 5
1

2
@1 1 cos~2u0!sinc~gg1Ld!#. [9]

Therefore combining Eqs. [8], [9], [7], and [5], an expression
for the detected signal can be written as

S~d, D! 5 M0F ~1 2 E1!cosu0sincSgg1Ld

2 D
1

E1

2
exp~2g2g1

2d2DD!

3 @1 1 cos~2u0!sinc~gg1Ld!#G [10]

or

S~d, D! 5 M0

E1

2
exp~2g2g1

2d2DD!@1 1 C#

with

C 5
2~1 2 E1!

E1exp~2g2g1
2d2DD!

cosu0sincSgg1Ld

2 D
1 cos~2u0!sinc~gg1Ld!. [11]

This latter relation demonstrates that the signal attenuation
versus (g1d)2 is not purely exponential and may exhibit os-
cillations due to the sinc function. As an illustration, let us
examine two limiting cases:

(a) D ! T1. In this caseE1 goes to one and Eq. [10]
becomes

S~d, D! < M0

E1

2
exp~2g2g1

2d2DD!

3 @1 1 cos~2u0!sinc~gg1Ld!# [12]

and, as a consequence of the sinc function, the deviation from
an exponential gets significant as theg1d product is weak
or/andL is small. This latter point can be especially crucial in
the study of small or heterogeneous samples as well as for
localized diffusion measurements.

(b) D . T1. For the study of systems with both short
relaxation timesT1 and small diffusion coefficients, it is nec-
essary to setD larger thanT1. ThusE1 becomes very small and
Eq. [10] may be approximated by

S~d, D! < M0cosu0sincSgg1Ld

2 D . [13]

The signal is here simply modulated by a function which
corresponds to the Fourier transform of the spin density profile
of the box along theX direction. This effect is particularly clear
in Fig. 3. Moreover Fig. 4 shows that Eq. [10] describes the
experimental data quite adequately.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram showing a parallelepipedic sample of lengthL,
centered at the abscissaX0 and subjected to a RF gradient along the direction
X. The vertical arrows stand for theB1 gradient amplitude.
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Of course, in view of Eq. [11], a solution to minimize the
quantityC is to increase the argument of the sinc function,
that is, gg1Ld and in particulard, hence the usual require-
ment ofsufficiently longpulses. However, due to limitations
of RF power amplifiers such as the maximum pulse width
(between 10 and 20 ms), the maximum duty cycle (about
10%), and the droop effects, the pulse duration cannot be
increased indefinitely. Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 5, the
quantityC (Eq. [11]) does not decrease continuously when
d increases. Indeed, above a certaind value, the first term in
the right-hand side of Eq. [10] becomes the major term.
Note also from Fig. 5, that in some circumstances, the
quantityC remains larger than 1% and even 5% irrespective
of the values ofd. In a general way, these effects become
more accentuated for shortL, g1, T1, andT12 values and large
D and D/T1 values.

IMPROVED PULSE SEQUENCE

Artifacts described in the previous section should disappear
as long as theu modulation is removed from Eq. [5]. Concern-
ing the second term in the right-hand side of Eq. [5], one
method for reaching this objective while retaining the cosw
term associated with diffusion is to annihilate the squared
cosine modulation by combining it with a squared sine mod-
ulation. This can be achieved by inserting appropriate homo-
geneousp/2 pulses in the basic sequence so as to arrive at the
new experiment shown in Fig. 6. It consists of two subse-
quences A and B. The A subsequence differs from the basic
sequence (Fig. 1) only by the initialp pulse of the second
phase step which, concomitantly with the acquisition sign
change, enables one to cancel the first term in the right-hand
side of Eq. [5]. Indeed, immediately after the lastp/2 read

FIG. 3. Parts (a), (b), and (c) are plots of the relative signal attenuationS/S0 versus the gradient pulse widthd, obtained by the sequence in Fig. 1
for threeD/T1 ratios. The sample is a teflon box (23 2 3 0.23 mm) filled with octanol. It was installed perpendicularly to theB1 gradient direction so
as to set the lengthL (Fig. 2) at 230mm. Note that when theD/T1 ratio increases, this response approaches the pseudo-FID (d) corresponding to the Fourier
transform of spin density profile of the sample along theX direction. Number of transients5 256; repetition time5 2.5 s;g1 5 52 G cm21; T1 5 460
ms; D 5 1.4 1026 cm2 s21.
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pulse the components of the magnetization resulting from these
two steps are

mx 5 0

my 5 2m0E1cosu cosu9

mz 5 2m0E1cosu sin u9. [14]

The goal of the B subsequence is to obtain, from an initialp/2
pulse, the complementary sine modulation. By the end of this
subsequence the magnetization components resulting from the
two phase steps are

mx 5 0

my 5 2m0E1sin u sin u9

mz 5 2m0E2cosu sin u9cosc 1 2m0~1 2 E1!cosu. @15#

Thus, summing up contributions of both subsequences and
normalizing the result to one acquisition, we obtain for the
signal amplitude

S~d, D! 5 M0

E1

2
cosw. [16]

This result is identical to that of Eq. [6] but, in the present
context, it has been derived without any assumption.

Other phase cyclings can be considered. As an example,
Table 1 shows a phase cycling more sophisticated that can be
used to eliminate all residual magnetization resulting from
imperfectp/2 andp pulses.

Figure 4 compares signals of octanol obtained from the
basic and improved sequences, respectively. This figure
demonstrates that oscillations can be totally removed and
thus clearly illustrates the efficiency of this improved se-
quence even under extreme experimental conditions such as
very small d values, largeD/T1 ratio, small object dimen-
sions, and low diffusion coefficient. Moreover, its robust-
ness and its reliability have been tested extensively for one
year by successful applications to the study of various
system such as zeolites and porous systems (13), polymers,
surfactants, and membranes.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimental data (E) of Fig. 3c with the theoretical curve obtained from Eq. [10] andg1 5 52 G cm21; T1 5 460 ms;D 5
1.4 1026 cm2 s21; L 5 230mm; D 5 1.12 s; apparentp pulse duration (gradient coil)5 4.9ms. The solid curve (—) corresponds to experimental data obtained
by the improved pulse sequence (Fig. 6) which totally eliminates the oscillations.
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ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS

Short T12

In many materials, especially those with slow molecular
motions, the relaxation during the gradient pulses is not
negligible and contributes to the signal attenuation (Eq. [1]).
Not accounting for this relaxation phenomenon may lead to
overestimate the self-diffusion coefficients and possibly to
misinterpret the diffusion process, assigning for example the
apparent biexponential behavior of Fig. 7 to two types of
diffusion. There are two solutions to overcome this problem.
The first one merely consists in removing theT12 relaxation
contribution from raw data.T12 can be determined either by
a basic rotary echo experiment (11, 14), dx–d2x–p/2-acq., in

which d is varied or simply from the relation 1/T12 5 (1/T1

1 1/T2)/2 (15), T1 and T2 being deduced from classical
experiments. Alternatively, the determination ofT12 from
independent experiments is not compulsory since a com-
plete fit according to Eq. [1] yields in principle appropriate
values for bothT12 andD, although the resulting accuracy is
likely to be altered. The second solution is to keep constant
the T12 contribution by choosing an adequate setting ofd
and varying only theg1 amplitude. This can easily be
achieved by changing the input signal intensity of the linear
amplifier which supplies the coil generating the RF gradient.
From the consistent results shown in Fig. 8, this method
seems to be a good alternative.

FIG. 5. Variation of the quantityC (Eq. [11]) versusd for various sets of parametersD, L, D, andD/T1. g1 5 50 G cm21; apparentp pulse dura-
tion 5 4.5 ms.
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RF Power Amplifier Deficiency

In this technique by RF field gradient, the quality of
measurements as well as the range of measurable diffusion
coefficients is closely related to the performance of the RF

power amplifier. Besides the output power, both key fea-
tures are obviously the maximum pulse width, usually be-
tween 10 and 20 ms, and the maximum pulse duty cycle
which is about 10%. In principle when the permitted values
for both the pulse width and the duty cycle are not exceeded,
the two gradient pulses in the diffusion sequence should be
equivalent in terms of power. Actually, this is not always the
case. An excellent test to check the equivalence of both
gradient pulses consists in applying the rotary echo se-

FIG. 6. Improved pulse sequence for removing the modulation observed in Figs. 3 and 4 while retaining the signal attenuation due to diffusion. The various
symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.

TABLE 1
Another Possible Phase Cycling for the Sequence of Fig. 6

Designed for Improving the Elimination of Unwanted Magne-
tization

Sub-sequence A

w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6

y 2y x x x x
y 2y x 2x x x
y 2y 2x x x x
y 2y 2x 2x x x
y y x x x 2x
y y x 2x x 2x
y y 2x x x 2x
y y 2x 2x x 2x

Sub-sequence B

w1 w2 w3 w4

x x x 2x
x x 2x x

2x x x x
2x x 2x 2x

x x x 2x
x x 2x x

2x x x x
2x x 2x 2x

FIG. 7. Semi-logarithmic plot of the signal attenuation of water in
hydrated heteropolyacids of the type H3PW12O40 (13) versusd2(D 1 2d/3)
using the sequence in Fig. 6.E, raw data;■, T12 corrected data.g1 5 51
G cm21; T1 5 20.6 ms;T2 5 8.2 ms;T12 5 11.7 ms;D 5 50 ms;T 5 268C.
From these T12 corrected data, a fit using Eq. [2] yieldsD 5 3.3 1027 cm2

s21.
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quence to a compound with a small diffusion coefficient and
a sufficiently longT12. The amplifier response pseudo-curve
is then obtained by varying the gradient pulse duration.
Figure 9 shows such curves obtained with a Bruker Blax-
300 wideband RF amplifier at 90 MHz. Similar results have
also been obtained at 300 and 400 MHz with other ampli-
fiers of the same design. As shown in Fig. 9, when the
intervalD between the two gradient pulses becomes smaller
than about 300 ms (at least in the examinedd range) the
curves are severely distorted even for thed/D ratios below
the maximum duty cycle leading eventually to strong un-
wanted oscillations. Consequently, the diffusion measure-
ments performed under these conditions are dramatically
affected and even in certain cases are impracticable. Indeed,
the smaller is the diffusion coefficient and/or the smaller is
D (dictated by short longitudinal relaxation times) the more
predominant is the signal attenuation arising from the am-
plifier deficiency with respect to attenuation due to diffu-
sion. This effect is clearly seen in Fig. 10 where the damp-
ing coefficient g2g1

2DappD (Dapp standing for apparent
diffusion coefficient) is plotted as a function ofD. A way of
circumventing this problem is to replace the second gradient
pulse in the diffusion sequence with a train of pulses, one
data point being acquired between two consecutive pulses in
such a way that the whole rotary echo is sampled, allowing
for the measurement of the echo maximum. Dupeyreet al.
(11) have already suggested this method to overcome the
amplifier instabilities. However, in our case, we are not
really dealing with an instability problem, the amplifier
response being quite reproducible, all other things being
equal. Obviously a better solution lies rather in the improve-
ment of the amplifier response curves. Different tests have

revealed that the problem originates essentially from an
impedance mismatch between the amplifier output and the
probe even if the latter is perfectly tuned. This mismatch
entails a reflected power level which, without being exces-
sive, is sufficient to perturb the amplifier final stage transis-
tors and to modify slightly the amplifier features. This
deficiency, which is certainly more specific to wideband
amplifiers, is more or less important depending on fre-
quency, on output power, on probe tuning and also on
leakage between the gradient coil and the receiver coil.
These considerations led us to design a system for adjusting
easily the amplifier output impedance and thus reducing this
mismatch problem. This system, described in detail else-
where, greatly improves the amplifier response curves, as
illustrated in Fig. 9 (an excellent agreement with the theo-
retical curve exists as long as the conditions on duty cycle
are respected), and thereby the accuracy of diffusion mea-
surements especially in systems with small diffusion coef-
ficients and short relaxation times (Fig. 10). Notice that, in
Fig. 10, the linear least-squares fit of data obtained by using
this system goes through zero confirming the accuracy of
measurements performed for smallD values.

FIG. 9. The signal amplitude vs the incremented gradient pulse widthd,
as obtained by the simple rotary echo sequence [dx–D–d2x–p/2–acq.]n (the
NMR signal being on resonance and acq. corresponding to only one data
point), using a Bruker Blax-300 wideband RF amplifier with (■) and without
(E) the circuit devised for correcting the amplifier output impedance. The solid
line is the theoretical curve arising from Eq. [1]. The sample is neat
C6F13C2H4SC2H4(OC2H4)2OH, a surfactant whose diffusion coefficient is
weak (D 5 2.05 1027 cm2 s21). The other parameters areT1 5 201 ms;T12

5 126 ms;g1 5 50 G cm21; L 5 3 mm;T 5 26°C. Note that (i) as the signal
is “on resonance” and as only one point is acquired, the two phase steps of Fig.
1 become useless; (ii) the values ofD, D, D/T1, L, andg1 are such that the
data inaccuracy is as low as 2% for the consideredd range (see Fig. 5d) and
lead consequently to representative curves.

FIG. 8. Semi-logarithmic plot of the signal attenuation of water in hy-
drated heteropolyacids of the type H3PW12O40 versusg1

2 for various gradient
pulse durationd. g1 ranges from 6 to 50 G cm21. T1 5 20.6 ms;T2 5 8.2 ms;
T12 5 11.7 ms;D 5 50 ms;T 5 26°C. A Bruker Blax-300 wideband RF
amplifier was used.
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CONCLUSION

Diffusion measurements by RF gradient can suffer from
three types of artifacts arising respectively from: (1) a non-
complete magnetization defocusing during the gradient pulses,
(2) very short relaxation times, (3) RF power amplifier defi-
ciency. (i) A slight modification of the basic sequence, (ii) a
procedure involving the increment of the gradient amplitude
rather than the gradient pulse length, and (iii) a fine adjustment
of the amplifier output impedance, proved to eliminate almost
entirely these artifacts. As illustrated in Fig. 11, these remedies
make the method especially robust and enable one to consider
almost all types of diffusion processes, ranging from rapid
diffusion in the gas phase (D ' 0.6 cm2 s21) to very slow
diffusion in e.g., surfactant systems (D ' 8 1029 cm2 s21).
Moreover, although RF gradients present performances com-
parable toB0 gradients for small samples, it is not proven that
such extreme measurements could be performed with the latter
because of (i) the requirement of fast switching in the case of
large diffusion coefficients and (ii) their sensitivity to back-

ground gradients in the case of slow diffusion in heterogeneous
samples.
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